Hap Moore Antiques Auctions
Letter Opener Collection
The Goodwin Building
611 U.S. Route One
York, Maine
Saturday Morning, March 30, 2019 at 10:00 a.m.
Previews March 29th from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m.,
From 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. on the Day of Sale,
Or By Appointment, Strongly Suggested.

The fine single owner lifetime collection of antique letter openers, page turners and small carved
wooden items assembled by Eugene Collind to the early 1970's. All will be sold without reserve.
Ivory items cannot be shipped.
*****
500 OPENER. An exceptional large letter opener made of brass with mosaic art work, including
floral designs. The brass handle has numerous designs such as a stylized dolphin with trident,
etc. Some damage to mosaic. 15” in length. Excellent example of a very unusual form. $300-$400
501 IVORY PAGE TURNER. Very large paper knife, 17 ½” in length. The blade itself measures
10” long and 1 ¾” at its widest. The area between blade and handle is carved with 3 rows of leaf
designs and below a series of small round balls. There is a Gothic letter “K”. $350-$500
502 IVORY PAGE TURNER. Paper knife with a silver handle. Overall meticulously engraved
handle with floral type designs, etc. There is a gold tone circular plaque inlaid in the handle,
probably for the owner’s crest. The blade is thin so probably used for turning pages or sheets of
paper. 11 3/4” long. $300-$350
503 PAGE TURNER. Handle is made of silver with a flat silver collar with hallmarks. Ivory
blade. 13 3/4” long. $200-$250
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504 IVORY PAPER CUTTER. Paper cutter with elaborate openwork throughout the entire piece
with designs within the handle and blade, including birds, 6 point star, etc. 14 ½” long.
$300-$350
505 IVORY LETTER OPENER. Long letter opener with carved handle. 14” long overall. The
carving is deep with flowers and leaf designs etc. $200-$250
506 IVORY OPENER. A fine letter opener with carved handle. The openwork handle depicts a
hunting scene with a stag being pursued by a hunting dog, etc. Some very intricate carving.
$250-$350
507 IVORY LETTER OPENER. Letter opener with a carved handle in the form of a claw holding
a round ball. 10” long, bone. $100-$150
508 IVORY LETTER OPENER. The handle with openwork depicting human figures, rowing.
The opener blade is of a different material, perhaps horn. 9” long. $100-$150
509 LOT. 3 expertly carved wooden letter openers in form of native male human heads,
including 1) Native American, 2) Moorish, 3) Middle Eastern. Longest is 16 ½”.
3 ITEMS. $300-$400
510 LOT. Grouping of 4 wooden letter openers 1) Partridge in foliage. 2) Pheasant on a branch of
flowers. 3) Long letter opener with fox stalking 2 birds. 4) Bird claw and ball. Longest is 17” long,
shortest is 10”. 4 ITEMS. $250-$300
511 LOT. Lot of 4 small wooden carved letter openers. 2 human and 2 letter openers/book marks
with floral designs.

4 PIECES. $100-$150

512 CARVINGS. 1) Very unusual letter opener in the form of a belt. 2) Small letter opener with
carved handle. Damage to blade. 3) Opener with silver wirework handle. 3 ITEMS. $250-$350
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513 LOT. Misc. lot of letter openers of plastic type material, 3 with human figures 1) Egyptian,
2) Sailor (Bonaparte) 3) Bust portrait of a man. 4) Owl figure. 5) Spider. 6) Silver handle with
flowers. 7) Opener with pewter openwork. 8) Opener in the form of a sword, with carving.
8 ITEMS. $200-$250
514 IVORY LETTER OPENER. Large letter opener with bust of African woman. Fine detail. 12
½” $150-$200
515 IVORY LETTER OPENER. This is an exceptional carving of William Tell and his child
handing him an apple. Tell has crossbow, quiver, etc. The detail is amazing with hair, facial
features etc. 12” long. $350-$450
516 FRAMED DISPLAY. Display of 5 openers, including a long opener terminating in a hoof
with metal shoe, 13” long. 4 others with carved features. 5 ITEMS TOTAL. $150-$200
517 IVORY PAGE TURNER. This page turner with applied work includes 3 birds on front done
in MOP, reeds in green and an initialed monogram. The reverse side has a twig with flowers,
butterflies, MOP, silver and a signature on a MOP plaque. This piece has damage, i.e. missing
some inlay work. 14” long. $150-$250
518 GROUPING. 4 M.O.P.

letter openers: 1) Horse profile. 8 ½”. 2) Delicately carved handle.

9”. 3 & 4 are similar with carved handles. 6”. 4 ITEMS. $200-$250
519 FRAMED DISPLAY. 11 ivory and wood letter openers, all with similar elephant motifs. 2
¾” to 9 ½”. $150-$200
520 LETTER OPENER. Carved ivory handle with roses and other floral vines. 8 ½” long.
$100-$150
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521 IVORY LETTER OPENER.

Carved handle on both sides in similar manner with flowers,

leaves, etc. 9” long. $100-$150
522 LOT. 4 letter openers: 1) Jeweled sword with red, white and blue hilt. 6 ½” long. 2)
Decorative letter opener with brass & ceramic handle and etched metal blade. 6 ½” long. 3) Metal
letter opener with mosaic handle. 6 ¾” long. 4) Metal opener with mosaic handle and cut-out
blade. 5” long. 5 PIECES. $150-$250
523 LOT. 4 items include 2 Peking enamel openers, both with colored inlay work. 7 ½” long.
Long letter opener with a silver lizard handle. 9 ½” long. 4) Heavy letter opener with “A GIFT
FROM LOUIS C. TIFFANY – 1911” with the other side an image of the factory. 7” long. 4
PIECES. $75-$100
524 LETTER OPENER. The handle having a relief cast bird, tree with flowers etc. in fine detail.
The other side similar, with a very well done pot of flowers. Brass blade is engraved. 11” long.
$150-$250
525 OPENER.

Very unusual Japanese letter opener in the form of a scimitar. The handle on

either side with a man showing a document(?) with lettering. He is also wearing a gold tone hat.
Other gold tone pieces in the handle. Traces of silver on blade. 11 ½”. $150-$200
526 LOT. 4 letter openers 1) Copper, YALE with owl. 7” long. 2) Heavy metal letter opener with
finely detailed handle. Looks to be gold-plated. 9” long. 3) Brass with handle done in relief, 1 side
with 3 ducks, the other with one duck. 4) Brass blade with jade(?) handle. 11 ¼” long.
4 ITEMS. $150-$250
527 OPENER. Brass opener with blade engraved on both sides. The handle done in relief on
both sides with birds, flowers and other foliate designs. Some birds done in contrasting copper.
Very fine detail. 11 ¾” long. $150-$250
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528 BRASS OPENER. Memorial of John Cabot who sailed on the Mathew in 1497 from Bristol
and discovered the Continent of North America. The front has an image of Cabot Tower, Bristol.
The blade is engraved with a marine scene of a ship and the sun. 9” long. $100-$150
529 LOT. 2 brass letter openers: 1) Shows a boy riding a wave atop an orb with the word,
MEMENTO around. The blade has designs on both sides. 6 ½” long. Fine detail. 2) Very slender,
with rope-turned handle and 3 butterflies with enamel wings in red, green and blue. A very
delicate piece. 6 ¼” long.

2 ITEMS. $200-$250

530 LOT. 3 letter openers, 2 from Thailand, 1 from China. All made of brass. 6 ¼” – 8” long. 3
PIECES. $50-$100
531 LOT. 3 brass openers: 1) Open work blade with decorative handle, woman’s face with
earrings, etc. 8” 2) Relief design work on both sides of the opener. 8” long. 3) Double loop design
with 4 blue jewels. 8 ½” long.

3 ITEMS. $150-$200

532 OPENER. Gadget letter opener and paper clip. Can function only as a letter opener or paper
clip. The top of the clip handle is in the form of a grotesque looking man's head with big ears,
bulging eyes and a moustache. 10 ½” long. $75-$125
533 OPENER. Very long ivory letter opener with carved handle in the form of an elephant with
a silver tone band. The blade is all openwork with numerous birds. This letter opener is 15 ½”
long overall. $200-$250
534 IVORY OPENERS. Lot of 2 letter openers: 1) with cutout blade and elephant handle. 8 ½”
long. 2) Opener with elephant motif. $100-$150
535 IVORY LETTER OPENER. Letter opener with elephant motif, blade has a chip near the tip.
Fine detail. 10 ½”. $100-$150
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536 LOT. 4 wooden letter openers: 1) Native American with some coloring. 9” long. 2)
Gentleman wearing a hat with dress shirt and tie. Some coloring. Halifax, N.S. 6 ¾” long. 3)
Profile of a man wearing a hat. Signed on back. 8” long. 4) Carved opener in the form of oak
leaves and acorns. 9 ½” long.

4 PIECES. $100-$150

537 GROUPING. 4 wooden letter openers include 1) with mosaic work on both sides 11” long. 2)
Carved wooden handle with chip-carved designs and plaque, Zazpiak Bat. 10” long. 3) Wooden
handle carved with simple design and signed E.D. EVANS 1912. 9 ½” long. 4) Carved whimsey
opener with 2 balls inside a 4-sided cage. 11” long. 4 ITEMS. $75-$100
538 LOT. 3 souvenir letter openers, all SORRENTO. 1) Openwork-carved handle with openwork
carved SORRENTO blade. 2) Handle with SORRENTO blade with floral-inlaid handle. 3) Carved
handle with open work with woman parquetry. 3 ITEMS. $100-$150
539 GROUP. 4 carved wooden letter openers: 1) Handle cut-out of 4 dancers done in color. 10”
long. 2) Carved handle in the form of a flower with beads. 9 ½” long. 3) SOUVENIR opener with
opposing hearts. 9”. 4) Figured maple opener with cut-out handle in the form of a man. 9”. 4
ITEMS. $60-$90
540 OPENER. Exceptional letter opener with twist-carved ebony handle, silver collar and stag
on each side of the MOP blade. 10”. $350-$400
541 LOT. 3 brass letter openers: 1) Heavy cast brass opener with

claw/ball handle. 10”. 2)

Brass handle with detailed dragons, similar on both sides. 10 ½”. 3) Cast opener with openwork
handle inset with green glass. 9”. 3 ITEMS.

$100-$150

542 LOT. 3 letter openers of brass, 1 with a boar's tooth handle, 9 ½”. 2) Cast brass example
with lettering VENERIA. 8”. 3) Openwork cast brass with floral and leaf motif. 9”.
3 ITEMS.

$75-$125
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543 LOT. 4 brass letter openers. 1) Floral-enameled handle on a blue ground. CHINA. 9”. 2)
CHINA marked with enameled disc with dragon. 8”. 3) Heavy example with vine-engraved
handle. 7 ½”. 4) Cast brass example with iris or poppy on both sides. 7”. 4 ITEMS. 100-$150
544 LOT. 4 brass letter openers: 1) Feather and claw design with pipe tamper end. 8”. 2) Same
as above only smaller. 7”. 3) Heavy cast with branch handle and engraved blade. 12”. 4) Cast
brass example with image of The Mannekin Pis, Bruxelles. 7 1/4”. 4 items. $75-$125
545 3 ITEMS. 1) Silver tone combination book mark/letter opener. Initial on top of handle,
BJ-MSH. 7 ½”. 2) Small letter opener/book mark in silver tone material with intricate openwork.
Initials SRC. 4”. 3) Silver letter opener with owner’s name engraved on the blade, GEORGE
ANDREWS. Back of blade with maker’s name and “830 S”. 9 ½”. 3 ITEMS. $100-$150
546 LOT. 3 silver openers, including 1) Sterling opener with curved blade, the name Catherine
and cast floral handle. 8”. 2) Silver-plated opener formed as an arrow point. 5”. 3) Small Sterling
bar with engraving and monogram. Reverse is marked Sterling. 3 ITEMS. $150-$200
547 OPENER. Long Sterling silver letter opener with openwork flowered garland handle. 9 ½”.
$100-$150
548 OPENER. Large Sterling silver letter opener with fleur-de-lis handle. 11 ¾” long. Blade
engraved with owner’s monogram. $150-$200
549 OPENER. Outstanding Black, Starr and Frost marked Sterling letter opener with a perched
stork handle. The bird is very well done with fine detail to its face, beak and feathers, etc. 11”
tall. An exceptional letter opener. $350-$500
550 4 OPENERS. 1) Eskimo letter opener from antler with several incised scenes, incl. a
Caribou and other elements. 2) Letter opener with decorated antler handle and caribou on each
side of the blade, one caribou pulling sled with occupant. 8 ¾”. 3) Opener with a caribou, tree and
ladder. 8”. 4) Letter opener with totem pole and some coloring. 6”. 4 ITEMS. $150-$300
Ph. 207-363-6373 -
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551 IVORY OPENERS. Lot of 8 ivory letter openers. 2 with boar tusk, 1 with scrimshaw ship. 4)
Knife blade, 5) Stanhope, 6) Rose at one end. 7) Open-carved figure eight handle with ball center.
8) small example with carved handle. 8 ITEMS. $200-$300
552 IVORY OPENERS. Lot includes 8 ivory letter openers. 1) Horse head. 2) Chinese male
figure. 3) Floral arrangement. 4) Oriental woman. 5) Long opener with carved flowered design. 6)
Camel. 7) Elephant. 8) Egyptian female profile. 8 ITEMS. 250-$350
553 2 OPENERS. 1) Silver tone opener made entirely of filigree work. 6 ¾”. 2) Small letter
opener, curved blade and handle done in filigree work. 4 ¾” long. 2 ITEMS. $200-$250
554 3 OPENERS. 1) Silver tone opener with Asian or Indian dancers on the handle. 7 ½”. 2)
Small opener with claw clutching ball. 4 ½”. 3) Sterling handle with floral design. 6 ½”.
3 ITEMS. $50-$75
555 3 OPENERS. 1) Silver tone blade and divider with floral design handle. 9”. 2) Small opener
with engraved blade and gold tone collar. 3) Ornate miniature enameled sword opener from
Spain (?).

9”.

3 ITEMS $50-$75

556 5 LETTER OPENERS. 1) Sword-form with mineral highlights. 6 ½’. 2) MOP handle 8”. 3)
Clear handle with sea horse, etc. 8”. 4) Brass with jade inset. 5) Souvenir, Philippines.
5 ITEMS $60-$80
557 GROUPING. 5 souvenir letter openers. 1) Cornell 2) Hamilton 3) Wien 4) Peekskill Ranch.
5) Inset disc in color. 5 ITEMS. $75-$100
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558 GROUPING. Lot of advertising letter openers. 1) Coan Bros. Fuel Oil. 2) Simplex Electric
Heating, Chicago. 3) E.R. Lucas, Haverhill, Mass, eagle form. 4) A.S.& W. Co. 5) Weighers &
Forwarders, Boston. 6) Oriental Tea Co., Boston. 7) York Temple, Kennebunk, ME. 8) wooden
with simple design. 9) Iron openwork handle. 10) Iron with name, etc. 11) Bone with floral. 12)
Metal with small hanging hole. 13) Wood with metal blade. 13 ITEMS. $100-$150
559 FRAMED LOT OF OPENERS. 14 items. 1) Mini sword in copper. 2) Metal blade with round
wooden handle. 3) Brass with sailing ship. 4) Brass with flowers. 5) Brass with parrot. 6) Metal,
non-discript. 7) Wood with painted flower. 8) Plastic CASTING ENGINEERS, Inc. 9)
Brass/copper. 10) Brass souvenir, GREECE. 11) Metal, with brass Hentley College disc. 12)
Metal blade with figural-carved wood handle, TIKI. 13) Metal. Community Oil Co. Portland Me.
14) Sword. Taiwan.

14 ITEMS. $100-$150

560 FRAMED GROUPING. 15 items. 1) Floral handle with broken blade. 2) Knife shape with
round black wood handle. 3) Metal with wave-form handle. 4) Fla. Power & Light opener with
plastic handle. 5) All metal, brass-tone handle. 6) Flat board letter opener. 7) All metal
PRUDENTIAL INS. 8) Metal blade with floral brass handle. 9) Metal blade, Arts & Crafts black
handle. 10) Metal ruler with adv. 11) Black plastic with lion. 12) Plastic with magnifier. 13)
Plastic with Native American smoking pipe. 14) Wooden horse head shape. 15) 3 1/2 in. opener
with flowers. 15 ITEMS. $100-$150
561 FRAMED LOT. Mostly advertising items including 1) Silk Waste & Remnants. 2) Brass
with female handle. 3)

C. O’Brien Patent Atty. 4) J.B. Ford Co. 5) Francis Bulfinch, Master

Builder. 6) Wooden sailfish-form, Bermuda. 7) Sword blade with cone handle. 8) D. S. Woodberry,
Freight Forwarders, Boston. 9) C. Bazirgan Oriental Rugs, Boston. 10) Brass. Evans Patent
Attys., Wash. DC with branch offices. 11) Brass with cutout handle. 12) Farnham’s, Dover, NH.
13) Drink O&O Tea. 14) R. Sherburne Glass, Boston. 14 ITEMS. $100-$150
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562 LOT. 4 wooden letter openers. 1) Wooden handle is carved, Oriental. 2) Knife shape with
oak leaves and acorns. 3) Carved wood stanhope. 4) Carved acorns, oak leaves, tusk handle.
4 ITEMS. $100-$200
563. LOT. 4 ITEMS. 1) Carved handle with leaves and berries. SME initialed. 8”. 2)
Dagger-shaped opener with open-carved handle with parquetry of a woman. Blade reads
MENAGGIO. 10”. 3)
KIRK“. 10 ½”.

Page turner “MADE OF WOOD WHICH GREW NEAR ALLSWAY,

4) Small wood turner with similar markings on previous item. 8”.

4 ITEMS. $100-$150
564 LOT. 4 Various agate openers. 6” to 7”. 4 ITEMS. $50-$75
565 2 OPENERS. 1) Square-carved stone handle with a silver-tone blade. 2) Flat handle made of
onyx or marble with brass blade.

2 ITEMS. $50-$75

566 2 LETTER OPENERS. 1) Mineral carved handle with a Sterling blade 8 ”. 2) Silver-tone
sword shape letter opener. The handle is fully engraved with a cabochon stone in the center. 11”
long. 2 ITEMS. $150-$250
567 LOT. 4 pieces include 1) Scimitar blade, with engraved or stamped floral designs, frog on
each side and small scorpion fine floral design. 9”. 2) Brass blade with flower, the handle in relief
with roses and a bird. 6”. 3) Opener with dragon handle. 4) Brass CHINA on the blade. 8”.
4 ITEMS. $100-$150
568 4 LETTER OPENERS. 1) Very heavy brass knife shape with female nude handle. 10 ½”. 2)
Curved blade with elephant handle. 9”. 3) Long slender blade with flowers, birds etc. 10 ½”. 4)
Crude casting knife style. ERCOLANO. 8”. 4 ITEMS. $75-$150
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569 4 ITEMS. 1) Brass with stone handle. 9”, brass or copper blade. CHINA. 2) Heavy opener
with engraving on the handle and CHINA. 9”. 3) Very similar to #2, above. 4) Brass with silver
and copper inlay. Various design elements. 9”. 4 ITEMS. 75-$150
570 2 OPENERS. 1) Brass commemorative letter opener. A very good likeness to Oliver Wendell
HOLMES. 2) Knife shaped opener with detailed handle front and back view of human-form with
pig head. Inscribed TRUSTY SERVANT–1387 WINCHESTER (college in England).

Reverse

has college verse. 8 ½”. 2 ITEMS. $200-$300
571 OPENERS. 2 brass letter openers.1) Dagger type opener with a Knight atop base with floral
and vine designs in relief. Heavy. 10”. 2) This opener has a pair of stylized dolphins for its
handle. 8”. 2 OPENERS. $100-$150
572 IVORY OPENERS.

10 ivory letter openers: elephants, elk, etc. 10 ITEMS. $100-$150

573 IVORY OPENERS. Lot 10 various form openers. 10 ITEMS. $100-$150
574 LOT. 10 letter openers, mostly swords. 10 OPENERS. $100-$150
575 LOT. Misc. lot of mostly advertising openers. 10 ITEMS. $100-$150
576 PAGE TURNER. Brass or bronze page turner. Very ornate. $100-$150
577 IVORY PAGE TURNER. Elaborate page turner with carved mother and baby monkeys.
Vine carving on both sides. Fine detail.

Dated 1918.

13 ½” long. $200-$250

578 LOT. Misc. lot of mostly wood carvings, spoons, man’s head, etc. $75-$100
579 LOT. 2 very good letter openers. 1) Cigar cutter, HOME INSURANCE CO. 1903. 2) Another
very unusual letter opener with thermometer, inscribed C. WILDER, PETERBORO N.H.
2 ITEMS. $200-$300
Ph. 207-363-6373 -
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580 PAGE TURNER. Very unusual page turner. The blade on each side shows a map of the
world, the handle having the date 1898 with the calendar on each half. Also a vignette “THE
EASTERN TELEGRAPH CO. LTD.”. RARE. $200-$250
581 OPENERS. Lot of 2 letter openers including 1) One with brass knife-shaped blade with
embossed handle, having leaves, berries, etc. 13 ½”. 2) Ivory example, having blade with a herd of
elephants, the handle with 2 other elephants. 11” long. 2 ITEMS. 150-$200
582 LOT. Misc. lot of smaller letter openers. Most are ivory, some with artwork.
15 TOTAL. $100-$150
583 LOT. Grouping of 11 letter openers. Some are carved and are mostly ivory.
11 ITEMS. $100-$200
584 LOT. Misc. lot of 5 longer letter openers, etc. Most are ivory and range in size from 9” to 12”.
Some are carved.

5 ITEMS. $200-$300

585 LOT. 12 military related openers. Knives, swords, shells, etc.

12 ITEMS. $150-$200

586 GROUP. Nice group of gadget letter openers. 2 knives with folding blades, 1 clamp and 1
gadget. 4 ITEMS. $150-$200
587 LOT. Misc. lot of carved wooden animals: cat, dog, sea monster, alligator, etc.
8 ITEMS. $100-$150
588 LOT. Lot of 10 misc. letter openers, mostly brass, including swordfish, parrot, Scottie dog,
elephant, lizard, alligator with pencil, elephant with pencil. 10 ITEMS. $100-$150
589 LOT. Lot of 8 letter openers with animal handles. Stag, hoof, horn, etc. 8 ITEMS. $75-$125
Ph. 207-363-6373 -
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590 COMBINATION ITEM. This straight edge rectangular piece is a combination desk item in
gold tone plate. One end of the fluted case holds a friction fit letter opener and the other end a
mechanical pencil. The rectangular case is approx. 12” long. $75-$125
591 LOT. 5 religious items,

silver tone, brass and 1 plastic item. 5 ITEMS. $50-$75

592 LOT. 10 Misc. commemorative openers, including Chicago, Boston, Harvard, New
Hampshire etc. 10 ITEMS. $100-$150
593 LOT. Large lot of 15 state commemorative openers. 15 TOTAL. $150-$200
594 ADVERTISING. Lot of 10 misc. advertising items such as tin with graphics, Fuller,
Whitehead Metal, sculpted and signed Paul Herzel, Elbert Steel Corp., etc. 10 ITEMS. $100-$200
595 LOT. Misc. lot of letter openers. 3 agate handle, 1 marble, 3 similar openers with inlaid
bird-form handles, 2 wooden pieces with inlays and inlaid metal examples. 11 ITEMS. $150-$200
596 LOT. This lot includes 8 items:

5 Native American style letter openers, 2 African wood

carving and 1 TIKI wood. 8 ITEMS. $75-$125
597 LOT. Nine souvenir letter openers. Cuba-marked shoe-form opener with flag, fox-form
tagged Labrador, knife from Jerusalem, etc. 9 ITEMS. $75-$125
598 LOT. Misc. lot of metallic openers in form of swords and knives. Shortest 3 ½” to 9 ½”.
12 ITEMS. $100-$200
599 ARTS & CRAFTS LOT. 1) Letter opener with ROYCROFT logo. 11” long. 2) Copper example
with curled termination. Another opener with ROYCROFT logo. 7 ¾” long. 3) Copper letter
opener with silver overlay. 8” long. 3 ITEMS. $100-$150
Ph. 207-363-6373 -
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600 GROUP. Misc. lot include 4 magnifying, 2 metal in cases, 2 knives, etc. 9 ITEMS. $75-$100
601 LOT. 5 very long wooden letter openers. One is carved ebony, two are chip-carved, etc.
Longest is 16", shortest is 13 1/2". All have some carving. 5 ITEMS. 75-150.00
602 LOT. 5 Carved letter openers, each with art work: African profile with long earrings,
elephant, 1 with jewels, etc. Longest is 12” shortest is 10”. 5 ITEMS. $75-$150
603 8 OPENERS. This lot contains several inlaid examples, painted and carved.
8 ITEMS. $75-$125
604 LOT. Various letter openers include chip-carved, dagger with openwork blade, having
flowers and birds, etc. 8 OBJECTS. $75-$125
605 LETTER OPENER. Rare portrait letter opener with carved and painted image of Abraham
Lincoln. 10 ¼” long. $200-$300
606 OPENERS. 8 various brass letter openers, mostly Chinese. Painted dragons, 1 handle inlaid
(jade?) etc. 8 ITEMS. $50-$100
607 MISC. LOT. 6 pieces include 2 ivory rulers, each with minor damage, MOP pen, 2 Scottish
page turners in tartan design, etc. 6 OBJECTS. $100-$200
608 LOT. A very good lot of openers. 1) Possibly silver (no markings) with shell design handle. 2)
Brass with two embossed female heads. 3) Bronze in the form of door handle with flowers, vines
etc. 4) Wooden mountaineer. 3 well made smaller pieces. 7 ITEMS. $100-$150
609 GROUPING. Misc. lot of letter openers with elaborate handles, mostly brass.
strand handle, bird claw, Egyptian, violin, etc. 10 ITEMS. $100-$150
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610 13 OPENERS. Misc. lot, mostly brass and other materials,

Amish couple, wooden old man

in color. 13 ITEMS. $50-$75
611 IVORY OPENER. This letter opener is one piece with openwork handle of a deer with other
vines, floral designs. 8 ¼”. $100-$150
612 IVORY LETTER OPENER. Large letter opener with African woman. 14 ½” (chipped blade)
$150-$200
613 IVORY PAGE TURNER. A fine page turner with handle carved on each side. Front has
finely detailed scene with numerous people together, one in a pagoda, flowers, leaves, etc.
Reverse with cross-hatched design. A fine antique. $150-$250
614 IVORY PAGE TURNER. A very good page turner with 11 in. carved handle in form of a
bamboo stock with a number of leaves, branches etc. $150-$250
615 BONE PAGE TURNER. This item looks to be Japanese and is carved entirely, front and
back. The handle depicts two Japanese women, the blade having flowers, leaves and
cross-hatching. The reverse is the back side of the women and has leaves and cross-hatching on
handle. 10 ¼”. $200-$250
616 HORN PAPER TURNER. Long page turner with decoration on both sides. Front with
applied stork in a field of reeds. Back side has all reeds. 13”.

$100-$150

617 MISC. LOT of 7 small letter openers of MOP, incl. one with ink pen point.
7 ITEMS. $100-$150
618 IVORY PAGE TURNER. Paper turner with carved handle and delicate flowering stock with
leaves. 10”. $100-$200
Ph. 207-363-6373 -
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619 IVORY LETTER OPENER. Carved on front and back. Front with Asian figures, pagoda etc.
Back with geometric cross-hatching. 9 ½”.

$100-$150

620 OPENER. Brass letter opener, handle in relief with birds and floral designs. Fine detail.
Blade is engraved.

9” long.

$100-$150

621 OPENER. Brass page turner with a deer head with antlers in relief on each side. One deer
is in copper and the other brass. Blade is engraved. 100-$200
622 OPENER. Brass letter opener with blade engraved on each side with a pheasant, smaller
bird, flowers and vines. 12”. $125-$175
623 BRASS OPENER. Flat blade with decorative handle. The handle has 3 flowers in a large
vase. Openwork blade has traces of silver. 9 ¼” long.

$150-$250

624 IVORY PAGE TURNER. Page turner with very fine owner’s monogram carved on handle.
11” long. $100-$150

TERMS OF SALE: Cash or approved check. Mastercard or Visa accepted. 17% Buyer’s
Premium, discounted to 15% when paid by cash or good check. 5.5% ME Sales Tax applies to all
purchases without copy of current resale exemption certificate. Written or oral descriptions
subject to error or omission. Absentee bids close at 9:30 a.m. on auction day. Food and
refreshments available.

END
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